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Language is a vessel through which human thought expresses the relationship
that binds it to the surrounding world. Language was not only a tool for
preserving social, intellectual, religious, educational and economic
experiences and all the various human activities, but it was a driving force for
building human experience, historically and intellectually.

  There is no doubt that language has evolved with the development of man in
all the historical stages that he has gone through. Not only, it has expanded
and varied  topics of literature, poetry and prose alongside the ancient and
modern sciences of criticism, but also the relationship of language with the
human and applied sciences has evolved in all fields of human knowledge, such
as the relationship  with psychology, sociology, philosophy, history and others.

Twentieth century transformations, especially the postmodern philosophies
such as structuralism and distribusionalism, which gave birth to multiple
critical approaches, has pushed forward human sciences programs.
In this congress, we are primarily seeking  the basic topics studied by
language, literature and critical approaches, as well as other fields of
knowledge to which language is related as psychology, philosophy, history,
translation, manuscript verification, and so one.

From this standpoint, Rimar Academy/Turkey, in cooperation with Iğdır
University and  Baghdad University organizes the second international
scientific congress “language and Literature” in face-to-face meeting and
online from 24th to 25th, June 2021.

The congress administration invites all interested people, researchers,
academics, university professors, scientists and all those interested by the
language and human studies, to participate in this congress , that it can be a
knowledge asset in the field of linguistic and literary studies, think which can
be achieved only throw  an interactive relationship led by a research team.
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Congress preamble
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Congress vision

  The Congress of Language and Literature  organized by the Turkish Rimar
Academy in cooperation with Iğdır University and Baghdad University seeks to
be a scientific platform for researchers in Language and Literature studies, by
building an interactive networking relationship between researchers in this
broad field.
  The congress research and outputs will be published in an  internationally-
ranked scientific journal, thus helping to exchange ideas between researchers to
access scientific knowledge related to the role of Language and Literature
studies in people’s life and future.

Congress objectives

- Creating a scientific platform for Language and Literature studies that works 
on building interactive networking relationships between researchers in       
 this field.
- Trying to get new interpretations of classic Language and Literature topics.  
- An attempt to uncover new applications of contemporary critical
approaches.
- Developing contemporary methods in the field of teaching Arabic to non-
native speakers by referring to the sources of the ancient language.
- Discussing the problems  related to forms of historical periods for linguistic
and literary studies (pre-Islamic and Islamic era: Umayyad, Abbasid and
others).
- Clarifying the problems facing the science of manuscript verification, and
highlighting its role in identifying our ancient Islamic heritage.
- Introducing writers, scholars and specialists who have added new and
innovative concepts in the field of Language and Literature studies or the
special approach in which they are distinguished.

Language is the home of existence



-Rhetoric and style.
-The rhetorical term.
-Rhetoric between stagnation and
development.
-Rhetoric and style figures.
-The history of rhetoric.

- Grammar Studies.
-Grammatical problems between antiquity
and modernity.
-Syntax and its effect on other languages.
-Grammatical term.
-Grammar schools.
-History of grammar.
-Calls to grammatical facilitation between
acceptance and rejection.
-Dialects.

-The novel between originality and
modernity.
-History of Literature.
-Literature in the Medieval Age.
-travel literature.
-Schools of Literary Criticism.
-Literary writing and social issues.
-Arabic literature and other literatures.
-Renovation movement  in modern
literary criticism.
-theatrical andnarrative texts

3

Congress axes
 

Grammar

-Syntax between facilitation and complication.
-Historical roots of syntax.
-Syntactic and phonetic term and its
problematic.
-syntax and phonetics between classical and
modern studies.
-   Phonetics lesson (method, tools, etc).
    -    The phonetics in the modern lesson.

-The dictionary and its role in devising
grammar rules.
-Glossary and social significance.
-Dictionary  and vocabulary terms.
-Dictionary and Arabization.
-Language development through
dictionaries.
-Books of linguistic heritage.

Phonetics
 and syntax

Rhetoric
 

Glossary 
and meaning

Literary studies
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-Language and interpretation 
 sciences.
-Language and Fikeh (jurisprudence).
-Language and science of  Coran
recitation .
-Language and  prophetic Hadith 
-Language and theology.
-Language and Sufism.
-Islamic Language and Philosophy.

-Language and  new technologies.
-Computerizing the language.
-Systems and Standards for 
 languagee-learning.

  Language and 
 Islamic Sciences

Language and Technology

Linguistics and
critical approaches

-Linguistic perceptions and approaches.
-Textual linguistics.
-Linguistics and Heritage.
-Literary and Critical Linguistics.
-Applied and didactic linguistic studies.
-Arab efforts in linguistics.
-Attempts to develop grammar and
linguistic rules.
-Structural approach.
-Distributionalist approach.
-Cultural approach.

-Literary translation.
-Translation challenges.
-Translation and Technology.
-Simultaneous translation.
-Religious translation.
-Translation and human
sciences.
-Natural Sciences and 
 Translation.
-The Art of Translation.
-  Advertising and mediatic
translation.
-  Social media and  translation.

Language
 and translation

Language with human
and social sciences 

-Language and historical Studies.
-Language and its relationship to
sociology.
-Language and its philosophical
references.
-Language and educational Sciences.
-Language and its relevance to modern
psychological studies.
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- Religious discourse.
- Rhetorical discourse.
- Mediatic discourse.
- Political discourse.
- Social discourse.

-Investigation schools and their methods.
-Indexing and digitization of manuscripts and
libraries.
-   Manuscripts Critical Studies.
-   Methods of verification between theorizing and
application.
-  Verificators' applied experiences in enriching
future thought and  
        awareness.
-  Manuscripts and preserving the Arab and Islamic
identity.
-  Geography of libraries and manuscripts.
-  Submission of verified works.
-  Verification and postgraduate studies - between
reality and expectations.

Axis of manuscripts and
verification of texts

-  Technology in teaching a language to non-native
speakers.
-   Theories of teaching language to non-native
speakers.
-   Strategies for teaching language to non-native
speakers.
-  Mental dictionary and teaching the language to
non-native speakers.
-  Recent studies in teaching language to non-
native speakers.
-  Empowering second language teachers.
-  Curricula for teaching language to non-native
speakers.
-  Teaching the second language virtually (online) .

Teaching the language to
non-native speakers

-  Their biographies .
- Their strategies .
- Their writings.
- Their topics.

Language
pioneers

Language and
discourse

Language is the home of existence
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Controls for participation in the congress

• The scientific committee of the congress receives research abstracts that
feature new research treatments for their topics or provide added research
values   and results in the field of linguistic , literary studies ,ancient and
contemporary critical approaches.

• A research summary of not less than 200 words shall be sent, and the
abstract shall review the importance of the research, its objectives, the
problem, and an introductory outline for the research according to the
following characteristics:
• The title must be included in the field of linguistic and literary studies and
related matters.
• It must be in accordance with generally accepted scientific standards.
Not less than 200 words, and not more than 300 words.
• The title should be clearly written above the summary.
• The name of the researcher or researchers  must be mentioned at the top of
the abstract with  the work  place and the country.
• The contact information must be written down: email and phone number
(WhatsApp number if available)
• A recent personal photo of the researcher or researchers shall be placed at
the top of the page.
• A CV attached to a research summary email
-The scientific committee reviews the research summaries it first reaches,
informs the owners of accepted proposals and invites them to complete their
research to participate in the congress.
• The entire research is sent after the congress held for publication in a
refereed international scientific journal (Rimac Journal of Social and Human
Sciences) with an international impact factor, or in a collective book issued by
the forum with an international coding (ISBN) - according to the researcher's
choice - and within the following conditions:
- The article sent for publication must be original, has not been previously
published, and has not been sent for publication elsewhere.
- The first page should include the full title of the research, the name of the
researcher, his academic degree, the institution of affiliation, in both Arabic
and English, and the electronic address.

rimar.lisan@gmail.com 
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Notes
• Only one and two intervention research are accepted.
• All research received is subject to secret scientific arbitration, and is evaluated
according to the following: originality, depth, extent of its contribution to
scientific research, integrity of presentation and language.
• Researchers are notified of receiving their research when it is received (an
automatic message) via their e-mail.
• They are informed of the progress of the arbitration process, with the necessity
to make adjustments if necessary.

-The  summary of the research written in two languages: Arabic and English.
- The research should not exceed twenty (20) pages, including the list of sources,
references, tables, drawings and figures, and at least ten (8) pages in a Microsoft
Word file, the page margin (2 cm from all sides), and between lines 0.1.
- Font type in Arabic: 14 (Simplified Arabic), the headline is 20 gras, and subtitles
are 16 gras.
- Latin font: 12 (Times New Roman), headline 14 (Majuscule)
 -Adopt APA system for Writing, Documentation and Quotations
(https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/reference-guide.pdf

Important dates

 Beginning of receiving abstracts

Deadline for receiving abstracts

Announcing the scientific program
of the congress

 Congress days

15 / March/ 2021

15 / May / 2021

05 / June / 2021

24-25 / June / 2021

 Reception of final papers will start 21 / June / 2021

 Deadline for receiving full papers 15 / July / 2021

Language is the home of existence
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Online participation fees of $ 250, which including

-Publication of the conference’s research papers in an internationally refereed and highly classified
scientific journal.
- Certificates of participation approved by the organizers and sponsors of the conference.
-Attending two electronic workshops on scientific publishing and electronic archiving, and the
participant in the workshop is granted a certificate of attendance.
- Each co-researcher obtains an International Scientific Researcher ID number (Orcid).
-Publication of abstracts in a special book bearing the International Numbering ISBN (ISBN) issued by
the Rimar Academy Publishing House in Turkey, which has an international publishing certificate.
-Publication of abstracts in a special book bearing the International Numbering ISBN (ISBN) issued by
the Remar Academy Publishing House in Turkey, which has an international publishing certificate.

Rimar Academy Eğitim Araştırma Ve  Danışmanlık Name

Turkey - Istanbul Country-City

KUVEYTTÜRK Bank Name

KTEFTRISXXX  Swift  Code

($) Account  Type

TR81 0020 5000 0965 3626 6001 01 IBAN NO

Payment is made to the following account:

The face to faceparticipation  fees are $ 300, including

-Publication of the congress research papers in an internationally refereed and highly rated
scientific journal.
- Certificates of participation approved by the organizers and sponsors of the congress.
- Services accompanying the conference from organizing the three sessions and meals.
- The participant's portfolio containing the congress program , agenda,and a book introducing
the institutions sponsoring and organizing the congress.
- Participation at two workshops about scientific publishing and electronic archiving, and the
participant in the workshop is granted a certificate of attendance.
-Each co-researcher obtains an Orcid
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